
MCA :  Sem -V 

Subject:  CS-52 (Group A)     (Computer Architecture) 

1.  Describe following shared-memory multiprocessor model 
(a)  UMA    (b)   NUMA   (c)  COMA 

2. What is parallel processing? Explain look ahead and pipelining. 
3. Explain about Control flow computer architecture and Data flow 

architecture. 
4. (a) Explain about CISC and RISC. 

(b) Describe super scalar processor. 
5. Describe memory hierarchy technology. 
6. Explain paging and segmentation mechanism. 
7. Describe the design and operational principles of  bus, cache, and 

shared memory organization. 
8. Explain Interleaved Memory Organization. 
9. Differentiate between Direct mapping and associative caches. 
10. Describe central bus arbitration using shared requests and 

daisy-chained bus grants with a fixed priority. 
11. Explain different page replacement policies. 
12. What is VLIWarchitecture? Explain pipelining in VLIW 

processors. 
13. Explain virtual memory model. 

 
14. What is parallel processing? Explain Flynn’s classificationof 

various computer architecture. 
15. Explain about shared memory multiprocessor models.  
16. Explain Data and resource dependence in parallel processing. 
17. Explain in brief conditions of parallelism. 
18. Explain different levels of parallelism in programs execution on 

modern computer.Control flow Vs. Data flow mechanism. 
19. Explain Network properties and Routing? Explain Design space 

of medium processor families. 
20. Explain in brief the memory hierarchy and peripheral 

technology 
21. Explain memory models. 
22. Explain memory replacement policies. 
23. Explain the properties of cache memory and their organization. 
24. What is perfected Techniques? What is its benefit? 
25. Define memory management and explain the memory 

hierarchy technology. 



26. What do you mean by super scalar processor? Briefly its 
advantages. 

27. Write short notes on any two :- 
(a) Back Plane bus system 
(b) Latency hiding techniques 
(c) Vector processing 
(d) Data dependence 

 
                               Group-B (VC++)  
 

28. Explain Compare and contrast C++ and VC++  
29. Explain about Microsoft foundation classes of VC++ 
30. Explain Difference view of VC++ 
31. Explain Windows control Class. 
32. Explain about Document Class of VC++ 
33. Write notes on  

(a) Frames in VC++ 
(b) Splitter. 
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